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Bestoutcome Ltd Implements PM3 for UCL

London, UK: Bestoutcome provides its leading Programme & Project Management (PPM)
Solution PM3 to assist UCL relocate their main IT data centre.

London, United Kingdom (PRWEB UK) 20 September 2017 -- The Challenge

UCL needed to relocate their main IT data centre near their Bloomsbury campus in London to make way for a
major national infrastructure project. Because of physical constraints in central London, a new out-of-town data
centre was established but this required major changes to the IT service architecture. Some services could be
readily migrated to the new architecture but others required complex conversion or could not be migrated and
needed to be moved to a replacement local data centre. Construction of the replacement local data centre was
impacted by the discovery of unexpected building constraints, delaying completion by around 6 months.

The result was a challenging programme of construction work, infrastructure changes, application migrations
and system relocations which had to be completed before the fixed compulsory acquisition date.

What we did

David Walton, CEO Bestoutcome stated, "UCL had plans for individual streams of work in varying formats but
no integrated programme plan. As a result they had no visibility of the programmes complex interdependencies
and a low confidence in achieving the fixed end date. Bestoutcome’s work covered two main steps.

Firstly we provided an experienced programme planning specialist to create a high-level programme plan, top-
down, capturing major dependencies. The plan was then implemented using PM3, Bestoutcome’s PPM tool, to
model and validate inter-dependencies. The integrated plan spanned approximately 20 discrete workstreams.
PM3 allowed each workstream manager to own and manage their own plan, whilst integrating them together in
a common repository for reporting and control.

We went on to enhance the planning and progress controls to make them appropriate for the business criticality
and challenge this programme represented. This included planning, reporting, scope management, change
control, resource demand/control. A key element of this work was embedding changes in the existing ways of
working and doing this without impacting delivery leaving UCL able to sustain the improvements on an
ongoing basis. A simple set of KPIs was introduced to evidence control and drive improvement".

Benefits

Walton, concluded, "Senior management’s confidence in delivery was hugely improved by a clear plan which
was supported by multiple levels of detail and a plan that was actually being used. Moving away from day to
day fire-fighting allowed them to address longer term delivery decisions, clearing the path for projects to
deliver. Positive feedback was also received following scrutiny by HS2 who needed confidence that the
relocation would deliver on time. Areas of risk remained, but these were now contained and could be
selectively targeted with focussed improvement or contingency plans".

At the working level, project/workstream manager stress levels were reduced with progress meetings being
shorter and more effective, moving from a dialogue around the last few days work to a focussed review of
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future milestones. Project Managers valued having stable realisable plans, such that when changes were
proposed it was natural to create a change request and implement change in a controlled manner.

At the working level, individual staff were no longer faced with a multiple competing work requests. Instead
they had a understandable pipeline of tasks and could so how they contributed to overall programme objectives.

About Bestoutcome

Bestoutcome specialises in Portfolio, Programme and Project Management (PPM) software and services,
always focusing on the overall outcome to ensure successful business change. Our approach is based on
delivering specific business outcomes within a uniquely transparent, risk managed and open framework. This is
achieved by using highly experienced consultants combined with PM3, a client configurable PMO software and
reporting toolset, allied to an outcome-driven project management (ODPM) methodology. Bestoutcome’s
starting point is always the client’s ultimate business goal and we never lose sight of this. Bestoutcome’s
timesheet software, PM3time is used in many private and public sector organisations for automating timesheet
capture and reporting processes. Bestoutcome has completed a significant range of change management
assignments for large organisations operating in sectors such as Finance, Manufacturing, Energy, Retail, Public
Sector, Insurance and Hospitality. Bestoutcome is ISO27001 Security Certified and our PM3 product range is
available to Public Sector clients via the UK Government Digital Market Place Catalogue.

Press & enquiries: David Walton info@bestoutcome.com +44 1753 885864 http://www.bestoutcome.com
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Contact Information
Nick Bradshaw
Bestoutcome Ltd
http://www.bestoutcome.com
+44 1753 885864

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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